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. Thoreau, by Leonard Baskin,
engraved by J.S. Creamer, Jr., 

(Scott )



I had wanted to design a postage stamp since , when
the Henry David Thoreau stamp (. ), designed by Leonard
Baskin, my teacher, was issued. At that time, protests against
the war in Vietnam were growing, along with interest in
Thoreau’s essay Civil Disobedience, which Gandhi credited as
being one of the four main sources for his ideas on non-
violent resistance. Intended merely as a sesquicentennial
commemoration of Thoreau’s birth in , the stamp was
unexpectedly transformed by the events of the time into a
miniature antiwar poster.
As a college student opposed to the war, this made an

impression on me. I came from a family of stamp collectors
and had earned a stamp-collecting merit badge when I was a
Boy Scout, but not until Thoreau was issued did I understand
the potential in postage stamps to arouse strong feelings. For
years I carried a Thoreau stamp in mywallet as a reminder of
why I had chosen the graphic arts as my profession. But, at
that point in my career, winning a commission to design a
stamp seemed hopelessly out of reach.
Years later, as I developed as a poster artist, my style attract-

ed the attention of U.S. Postal Service art director Richard
Sheaff. He telephoned me in  and offered me the com-
mission to design a stamp for public hospitals. Regrettably,
I had to decline the offer due to a scheduling conflict. There
may have been another, unconscious reason. I had recently sat
at my father’s hospital bedside for a month prior to his death.
I was still grieving for him and may not have been ready to
address a hospital-related subject. Regardless of the reasons,
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declining was a mistake. I was not offered any other stamp
design commissions.
Twelve years later came the release of the Helpin� Children

Learn stamp (. ), designed by Chris Van Allsburg, a New
England illustrator and Caldecott award winner whom I
admire greatly. Artist credits are prohibited on U.S. stamps,
leaving the public to guess who designed them. Many people
guessed theHelpin� Children Learn design was mine because it
resembled my posters in both style and content (. ). Well-
meaning phone calls and letters of congratulation motivated
me to try to convince the Postal Service to offer me another
assignment.
I reduced my posters down to stamp size, arranged them

on a sheet with fake perforations, and sent the sheet off to
Derry Noyes, an art director for the Postal Service. I had
an ally: my friend Philip B. Meggs (–), design histo-
rian and educator, who was on the Citizens’ Stamp Advisory
Committee (CSAC). My self-promotion had the desired
effect, and my telephone rang.




. Helpin�
Children Learn,
by Chris Van
Allsburg, design
by U. Purins,
 (Scott )


. Davis-Kidd
Booksellers, silk
screen poster
by LH, 



In July , Derry Noyes offeredme the commission to illus-
trate a -cent stamp about mentoring. Fortunately, there
were no obstacles this time. The $ fee was low for such
an important project, but the honor of creating a United
States postage stamp factored into the equation, and I accept-
ed her offer. Design and typography were not included in the
contract, but I volunteered to do those, too, and to include the
slogans in the selvage (margins of the pane). This gave me a
chance to use my typeface, Penumbra.
The stamp already had a long history. Terry McCaffrey,

director of stamp development for the USPS, explained that
CSAC had been working for years on a stamp on the topic of
preventing urban violence. After several designs by different
artists were rejected by the committee, it was proposed that
mentoring could do more to prevent violence than a direct
antiviolencemessage could. Indeed, studies showed thatmen-
toring organized by Big Brother/Big Sister offices was effec-
tive in helping young people avoid drugs, jail, truancy, and
teen pregnancy. As a result, federal funding was boosting
mentoring initiatives nationally. By the time the commission
was offered to me, it had a lot riding on it, not to mention
many rejected antiviolence designs in its trail.
Like most projects in visual communication, the process

started with words and a list. First, Derry Noyes provided me
with an article aboutwhy the FederalOffice of Juvenile Justice
and Delinquency Prevention has become enthusiastic about
mentoring. These key passages were underlined:
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one-to-one relationship between a pair of unrelated indi-
viduals, usually of different ages… supports, teaches,
counsels, and assists another…caring support and guid-
ance…nurturing… friend, role model, guide, and teacher
of values.

Derry provided another page with handwritten notes from
meetings:

Mentorin�: Committeemembers tossing out keywords that
came to mind when discussing the subject: child care; con-
flict resolution; multicultural; teaching values; making a
difference; accountability; protecting our future; nurturing
a child; values: honesty, responsibility, kindness, respect

Derry suggested that I use a man and a boy—the boy per-
haps eight or nine years old—with different hair and skin
color that wouldmake the two look unrelated—and that I use
a prop. She then putme in touchwith PhotoAssist, the agency
used by the Postal Service for research and fact-checking
in stamp development. The agency sent me literature and
images from the National Mentoring Partnership. But their
photographs of adults and teenagers talking or looking at
computers together seemed ambiguous to me: they could
represent school, family activity, or a work place. How could
an image denote mentoring specifically? That was the chal-
lenge in this assignment. Derry was waiting to see what I
would come up with.





I had been practicing design for thirty-five years when I start-
ed designing the mentoring stamp. Over the years, through
trial-and-error, consulting with colleagues, visitingmuseums,
and studying books and magazines, I had slowly developed a
theory for my art. This theory sounds plain and ordinary—
nothing like the energetic manifestos of the Dadaists and
Futurists—but I have worked hard to develop and realize it in
my work.
The small size of stamps and their wide audience necessi-

tate simplicity and universality. Stamps are also a statement
from one nation to its own people, to the rest of the world,
and to posterity about what it values. With such responsibil-
ity, it is essential to have a clear grasp of what the undertak-
ing involves.

           

.Universality: Use elements that are understandable to the
widest possible audience.

.Minimalism: Include only essential information.
.Hierarchy: Attract the eye to the most important part of
the design first, and to others in ranking order.

. Redundancy: Deliver the message with picture and text.
. Readability: Use shape, size, and contrast so the impor-
tant elements can be distinguished and understood.

          

.Honor: The subject is important and is to be handled with
esteem.
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. Helpfulness: Inspire, in this case, by showing a positive
outcome.

8. Sincerity: The artist cannot inspire others if he is not
inspired first.

. Accuracy: Research the facts.
. Ori�inality: Do not plagiarize.
. Credit: Identify the creator(s) on the stamp, or at the very
least, in the selvage. (Artists have fought hard for decades
for by-lines. Unfortunately, the U.S. Postal Service still does
not permit this, even though it is a way to promote the
arts without spending taxpayers’ money. Some countries,
including Austria, China, the Czech Republic, Denmark,
France, Mexico, Norway, Poland, Sweden, and Switzer-
land, print tiny credits that require magnification to read
but provide useful information for stamp collectors and
design historians.)

      

. Source: Indicate the country of origin.
. Denomination: Display the postage value.
.Date: Stamps are historical and artistic documents whose
date of issue is important.

Perhaps I could add a th item to my theory: that I try to
have no style. Pictures with solid colors and hard edges, like
mine, are found throughout history in all parts of the world.
The style could be called ur-style for its antiquity, or, by virtue
of its many schools and periods, megastyle. My own version
of hard-edge, solid-color art is distinguished by the use of
photography, to capture fleeting moments and details, and
(more recently) the computer, which allows free use of color





gradients, or blends. My method is easy to imitate and repro-
duce and requires no rare skill, expensive materials, or time-
consuming labor. My style, or lack thereof, comes as close to
pure idea as I know how to convey. The contradictory result
is that I have a recognizable style. Like most young artists,
I started off imitating the style of masters I admired, such
as Leonard Baskin, Paul Klee, Saul Steinberg, and Arnold
Newman. But as I gained confidence, my own style emerged
as a side effect of theory being put into practice.



: 4. The gestures of the
mentoring stamp

: . Robin Hood, title page by
N.C.Wyeth, 

: . International Year of
the Child, by O. Stefferl, engraved
by A. Fischer, Austria, 
(Scott )



In the sixth week of the mentoring stamp assignment, the
design solution appeared to me one dawn as I lay in bed. In
that fertile, half-asleep state when the unconscious is active, a
vision of the gesture appeared. It was perfect. I scheduled
a photo shoot for the next day with Greg Nikas and our
young friend Connor Bair-Cucchiaro. To be safe, I also photo-
graphed two other models later the same day. In total, I shot
about  mmphotographs using color negative film. (Now
I use a digital camera, a Canon .) Selecting the best photo-
graph, I made a drawing, scanned it to my Macintosh, then
added colors, gradients, and type in Adobe Photoshop. The
time between having the idea and sending the design toDerry
was four days.
The gesture is a combination of the pointing hand, the

hand on the shoulder, and the gaze of both man and boy.
This is the essence of the stamp’s visual message. Every-
thing else—symbolic light, color, composition, and text—is
secondary.
As a parent, and again as a grandfather, I find the gestures

in thementoring stamp familiar—I use themmyself. After the
project was completed, I was interested in finding examples
of these gestures as used by other artists. When I mentioned
this in a lecture, a man in the audience referred me to an illus-
tration byN.C.Wyeth for aRobinHood title page (.). Later
I acquired the  Austrian stamp for the International Year of
the Child (.).
Thementoring stamp is related to other adult-child designs

which I began to make after my daughter was born in .
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Three pieces came out of a single photo sessionwithNicholas
Nixon and his son Sam. In addition to the Davis-Kidd Book-
sellers poster of the child sitting in his father’s lap looking at a
book (. ), there is the piggyback ride for The Children’s
Memorial Hospital poster (. ), and Crawlin�, used in Laura
Berk’s textbook Child Development (. ). The father carrying
his son on his shoulders uses the familiar gesture of St. Chris-
topher, the legendary strongman who carried travelers,
including young Jesus, across a dangerous stream. The image
of the father enveloping his crawling son is not as familiar
but is easily understood to represent fatherly play and
protection.
Nicholas Nixon, like Greg Nikas, the mentoring model, is

a professional photographer. Experienced inworkingwith his
ownmodels, Nicholas seemed to anticipate what I was think-
ing. In the next section about photography I refer to working
with models as a collaboration during which I urge them to
find the best gestures. Such is the case with these images.
Although I still choose the camera angle and the moment to
trip the shutter, my models must be convincing. Often their
gestures are far better than anything I envision.
Two examples of creative modeling are the posters for

Aspo-Lama�e and my second poster for Davis-Kidd Booksellers
(. , ). The photography session with the very pregnant
woman and her husband was awkward. They were unfamil-
iar with the modeling process and shy because they didn’t
know me. Then suddenly they brightened up as they discov-
ered a pose that had given her relief fromback pain during her
first labor several years earlier. I snapped the shutter for the
final frame on my last roll of film knowing I had the image
I needed.





    : . The Children’s
Memorial Hospital, silk screen
poster by LH, 

 : . Crawlin�,
by LH, 

 : . Aspo-Lama�e, silk screen
poster by LH, lettering by
Julian Waters, 



. Davis-Kidd Booksellers #, silk screen poster by LH, 



A dog-trainer and her smooth collie were the models for
the bookseller’s poster. This time I chose the second frameout
of  exposures. It shows the only moment of eye contact
between them as the dog looks for assurance in the unfamil-
iar situation. This unexpected gesture clearly reinforces the
intimacy of the scene even though I don’t show their eyes.
In other cases, like the poster Children Ask the World of Us

(. ) and the mentoring stamp, I already knew what ges-
ture I wanted. Nevertheless, I shot extra photographs to pro-
vide options for perfecting the gesture and composition. The
success of the concluding stages of editing, cropping, and col-
oring depends upon starting with the right photographs.




. Children Ask the
World of Us, offset
poster by LH, 


. Hand Studies, pen
and ink by LH, 



. Beardsley’s Café Restaurant, silk screen poster by LH, 





Since drawing or tracing fromphotographs is sometimes con-
sidered cheating, some artists conceal this method. However,
those who once expected artists to draw and paint only from
the model or nature are gradually recognizing the legitimacy
of photography. Today, artists are less reticent about revealing
their use of the camera.
David Hockney, in his book Secret Knowled�e: Rediscoverin�

the Lost Techniques of the Old Masters, convincingly demon-
strates that optical devices and cameras have been used
by artists for centuries, enabling them to trace subjects with
uncanny realism. He explains how Caravaggio, van Eyck,
Holbein, Dürer, Raphael, Leonardo, and Velázquez used a
darkened chamber with a small hole in the wall, a camera
obscura, to project an image onto the painting surface for
tracing. The later inventions of photography and fast film
made the secret technique and the camera obscura obsolete.
But photography was expensive and time-consuming, so a
related instrument, the camera lucida, or “lucy,” was used by
illustrators to trace directly from a subject. In  I used a
lucy for my first commercial illustrations at Douglas Lynch
Associates, in Portland, Oregon. Digital cameras have finally
made even the camera lucida obsolete by eliminating the
expense and delay of film processing.
I was taught photography by my father, Vernon S.“Pete”

Hidy, who gave me a mm  camera in , when I was
in high school. His own book of photographs, The Pleasures of
Fly Fishin�, was published in . I also studied photography
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with Walter Rosenblum in the summer of , but greater
influences were yet to come.
When I helped David Godine start his publishing company

in , photography books soon became part of our list. This
attracted the attention of Arnold Newman, the pioneer of
modernist portrait photography.Wewere honored to publish
his first monograph, One Mind’s Eye. At the age of , I found
myself art directing this giant who had worked with the lead-
ing designers of the time, including Alexy Brodavich. Arnold
Newman gave me an education in photography and profes-
sionalism as we surveyed his life’s work.
At that time, I was still shaping my ideas about what it

means to be an artist. Looking over Arnold’s contact prints,
watching as he reevaluated his cropping, and, most impor-
tant, studying his images, gave me a new way of thinking
about art. But I wasn’t making much art at that time. After
studying art I took the safer road and became an art director
and book designer, someonewho packaged thework of other
artists. But I was getting restless. I didn’t want to become a
photographer like Arnold or a printmaker like Leonard
Baskin. I wanted my art to combine my interests in calligra-
phy, photography, printmaking, and publishing.
The answer came in A Catalo�ue of Posters by David Lance

Goines� an exquisite little book printed by David at his St.
Heironymous Press in . Posters combine letterforms and
images, are functional, and involve printing, which I also love.
I printed seven of my early posters by silk screen in a spare
bedroom.At thefirst opportunity, I visitedDavidGoines,who
received me warmly and advised me on poster publishing,
including guidelines for sponsorship and distribution.
When I hooked my first commission in , I grabbed





my Nikon, armed with new confidence after my time with
Arnold. The sponsor was Beardsley’s Restaurant, in North-
ampton, Massachusetts, and the model was my friend, the
hand bookbinder David Bourbeau, who in the evening traded
his denim bindery apron for his server’s costume. The grace
and charm that David brought to his night job inspired me,
and my first poster was launched (. ).
I strongly prefer to draw frommy own photographs. I take

more photographs in a session now than I did in , and I
use computers instead of gouache for composing the color
harmony, butmymethod remains fundamentally unchanged.
Designing Arnold Newman’s One Mind’s Eye and Ansel

Adams’s Yosemite and the Ran�e of Li�ht� and working with
other photographers taught me to strive for amarriage of the
intentional and the unpredictable. I can direct the model to
some degree, but the little details of gesture, the tilt of the
head or the curve of the fingers, look better if I don’t interfere
too much.
I often see the best parts only when the prints are devel-

oped. This is why I don’t apologize for the camera but instead
honor it for the eloquent subtleties of gesture that it never fails
to deliver. When I drew from immobile models in life draw-
ing classes, the narrow range of gestural expression was bor-
ing. This was also a problem for Renaissance artists using the
camera obscura—models had to remainmotionless.Not until
Muybridge’s invention of strobe photography could we
freeze bodies in motion. Not even Daumier or Toulouse-
Lautrec, master draughtsmen of gesture, could see what the
camera sees.
For the mentoring stamp, the models easily assumed the

pose. Nevertheless I cautiously shot several rolls of film, ask-





ing the models to make adjustments or shifting my camera
angle. To edit the hundreds of prints that resulted, I studied
the overall composition, the negative spaces, and the details
of each gesture. Although I often combine elements from
two or more photographs, the selected photograph of Greg
and Connor (. ) was nearly perfect and needed only such
slight modification as eliminating Greg’s glasses, ring, and
pocket (. ).
Artists who use photographs call them “references.” For

me, photography is more than a reference. I have come to
think of my art as photography. True, I manipulate the pho-
tograph by flattening shapes and eliminating details—but the
essence of the photograph is still there.
Early in the project I was warned not to make the models

too easily identifiable. It is a rare honor to appear on a U.S.
postage stamp, and federal regulations decree it can be
bestowed only after a person has been dead ten years.
(Presidents are an exception; they need only have been dead
for twelve months.) When recognizable models have ap-
peared on stamps, the USPS has sometimes been loudly crit-
icized for appearing to honor undeserving individuals. I easi-
ly avoided this controversy. Although Greg’s and Connor’s
families recognize them on the stamp, the absence of facial
details gives their portraits universality. The skin color is
intentionally darkened so that the person might be Hispanic,
African-American,Mediterranean,Middle Eastern, orWhite.
The USPS does allow the original photograph and the iden-
tity of the models to be included in Linn’s U.S. Stamp Yearbook
for the record.



. Original photograph

. Ink tracing on lightened ink jet print

. Final design, Adobe Photoshop



. The primary structures are a triangle and two overlapping squares





Composition holds the elements of a picture together and
directs the eye to the meaningful parts. Like meter in poetry,
composition works on a subliminal level, but artists are very
conscious of how it works and know how to tighten a picture.
I remember discovering this hidden world when I laid tracing
paper over art reproductions, and then used a straightedge
and pencil to reveal the underlying composition vectors.
The hidden geometry in thementoring stamp composition

is revealed in this diagram (. ). The structure is conscious-
ly created when the image is cropped. The triangle pointing
to the left is themost obvious device,with its long sides touch-
ing important features. The two overlapping squares reveal a
less obvious visual rhyme. Imeasured the height of the image,
then turned it ° to horizontal. I discovered that this meas-
urement happens to match important divisions in the com-
position, such as the distance from the tip of the finger to the
front of Greg’s face. These horizontal measurements create a
triptych, with the boy in the center.
Color harmony also works on a subliminal level. I choose

colors by instinct, backed up by theory learned from M.E.
Chevreul and Johannes Itten. When I am finalizing the colors
for a design, I draw a circle and note the primary and second-
ary hues. Then I mark the positions of my chosen colors on
the wheel, looking for balanced groupings of opposites and
neighbors and making final adjustments (. ).
The gradient in the background of the mentoring stamp

goes through yellow to violet, which are opposites, or com-
plements. For the two shirts, I chose green and orange, which
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with violet form the triad of secondary colors. The colors of
skin and hair are shades of orange with the saturation, or
vividness, reduced. This process is not as mechanical as it
might sound, but I do find that sketching color wheel dia-
grams takes out some of the guesswork.
Color gradients involving shifts in darkness or hue are an

important element in the mentoring stamp. Gradients are
difficult to make with paint or ink, which is why they rarely
appear inmy pre-computer work. Gradient tools on the com-
puter have made a significant contribution to the graphic arts
and to my work in particular. In an early draft of the stamp
design, gradients appear only in the background and in the
green shirt (. ). In just a few minutes I added gradients
to the skin and hair, multiplying the effect of light in the
final design (. ). The boy’s shirt, however, remains solid
orange, anchoring the center of the composition. That vivid
hue emits a light of its own, drawing attention to the child and
symbolizing his importance. As you can see in the compari-
son, the slight color changes were mostly a fine-tuning of the
light-dark values.

. Diagram of the color harmony of
the mentoring stamp



. Early state of mentoring stamp colors

. Final colors with additional gradients



. Arno Werner, silk screen poster by LH, 





Light is not only the form-giver in realistic painting and pho-
tography, but an ancient symbol, often in the form of a sun,
moon, star, lamp, torch, or halo. These lights symbolize
enlightenment, inspiration, truth, freedom, wisdom, knowl-
edge, life, or health. The torch of the Statue of Liberty is a
familiar example.
An example of real light in mywork is the portrait of Arno

Werner (. ), in which light defines the planes of his face.
The bright white paper of the book, on the other hand, is a
symbolic light, a device I have used inmany posters where the
book is the only white element.
I avoid real light in my work because it usually adds infor-

mation that is irrelevant to the message. The symbolic light
in the mentoring stamp is created with just simple gradients,
and no attempt is made to define the forms of the faces.
The source of the light is implied. Adding a sun or other light
source would complicate the design unnecessarily.
The mentoring stamp was not my first use of light to rep-

resent a child’s future. Climbin� a Tree (. ) was commis-
sioned for the cover of a textbook on child development. The
gradients represent the expanding consciousness of a grow-
ing child and the older children are in the light on the upper
branches.
Commissions from libraries and other sponsors involved

with education offered more opportunities to use light as a
symbol. An example is the  poster Support Free Nicara�ua
(. ), which equates literacy with dawn—a popular
metaphor.
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In , I made three posters that use symbolic light in less
familiar ways. For Columbia University’s School of Library
Service (. ), a table of books is a beam of light. Card
Catalo�� Sterlin� Memorial Library� Yale (. ) and The Hu�h
M. Morris Library� University of Delaware (. ) are posters
that usewindows as symbols of enlightenment.We see books
as windows into the mind: not only openings into the mind
of the author, but portals through which the light of knowl-
edge can enter the mind of the reader.
Both light and heat are suggested in Acme Bookbindin�

(. ). The gradations in the hands and book evoke the red-
and white-hot iron in the forge. The cool blue letters in the



  
. Climbin� a Tree,

Photoshop illustration
by LH, .

  
. Support Free

Nicara�ua, silk screen
poster by LH, 

: . School of
Library Service� Columbia
University, silk screen
poster by LH, 

: . Card Catalo��

Sterlin�Memorial Library�
Yale, silk screen poster

by LH, 

 
.Morris Library�

University of Delaware,
silk screen poster

by LH, 





background shine brightest when combined into words in
a book.
Starlight shows up in several of my posters, but in the

GelmanLibrary�TheGeor�eWashin�tonUniversity (. ), stars
are themain subject. These stars are letters and symbols from
many languages and times, from Egyptian hieroglyphics to
engineering symbols. The spark for the idea came from Alvin
Eisenman, director emeritus of the graphic design program
of the Yale School of Art, who was musing about satellite
transmission of digital data and text. He said tome, “Imagine,
the sky is full of letters!” The people at the Gelman Library,
proud of the University’s strong digital offerings, as well as
its international student body, accepted the concept. The
Washington Monument signals both the location of the
school, and refers to its namesake.
The symbolic function of light can also be found in images

that retain their photographic shading, as shown in the pho-
tomontageNeptune (. ). This early computerwork,made
about a year after Adobe Photoshopwas released, achieves an
effect that is very difficult, if not impossible, to do without
computers. I used negative values but kept the colors normal,
giving the effect of light coming from inside my son, David.
I discovered this negative-positive technique by playing and
experimenting with the software. I reverted to his original
eyes and mouth to make the effect more believable. Here the
light symbolizes the spiritual radiance of little children, which
I did not see until I became a parent.
My dust jacket for the bookAmerica’s Library (. ) shows

a photograph of the great reading room at the Library of
Congress with light streaming down from its striking arched



. Acme Bookbindin�, offset poster by LH, 



. Gelman Library� The Geor�e Washin�ton University, offset poster by LH, 



. Neptune, computer photomontage by LH, 





windows. The stars in this sky are pictures as well as letters,
including an astronaut and the Wright brothers’ airplane.
To make Conversatio, a portfolio of photographs, I used

a medium-format camera to record daily activities at Holy
Cross Abbey, a Cistercian monastery in Berryville, Virginia.
Natural window light and a sunrise are suggestive of prayer
and mysticism. As in the mentoring stamp, the light source is
implied in the portrait of Br. Benedict Simmonds, Hermita�e
Window (. ), wheras the window dominates the compo-
sition of Meditation Chapel (.). Sunrise� Cool Sprin� Stream
(. ) combines its symbolic dawn with pastoral symbols:
the tree, stream, and grazing animals.

. America’s Library,
dust jacket by LH,




 : . Hermita�e Window,
Cibachrome print by LH,


 
.Meditation Chapel,
silver print by LH, 

 
. Sunrise� Cool Sprin� Stream,
silver print by LH, 



. Adobe Multiple Master Penumbra, by LH with Gino Lee, 





The typeface on the mentoring stamp is Penumbra (. ),
which I designed for Adobe Systems. Terry McCaffrey, di-
rector of stamp development for the USPS, told me that
he thinks Mentorin� a Child is the only U.S. stamp with art-
work and typeface designed by the same individual. Of
course, there are numerous stamps with lettering by the
artist—which is often preferable to type. Although Penumbra
is based on my large poster lettering, it is easy to read on tiny
stamps.
The principle underlying this typeface design is a balance

between traditional inscriptional letters from ancient Rome
and Greece, of which Trajan is an example, and modernist,
geometric types such as Futura, designed by Paul Renner
in –.
Penumbra is one of the few serif designswithmono-weight

strokes, a quality usually associatedwith sans serif letterforms
that helps legibility in posters and small stamps. My technical
assistant on the design was Gino Lee. We cut out samples of
lettering from my posters and used them as a starting point
for the design. As Gino transferred my designs into Fontogra-
pher, the type design software, we sent samples back to
Adobe, where they were critiqued by Robert Slimbach and
Carol Twombly, with help from Fred Brady and Jocelyn
Bergen.
As Penumbra is a titling type, it has only uppercase letters.

When issued, it was a Multiple Master (MM) design with
two variables: serif and weight. One slider bar offered 

variations from sans serif to full serif. The weight bar had 
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positions from light to bold (. ), giving a generous ,

instances.
As computer software evolved, the engineers at Adobe

reluctantly decided to abandon the Multiple Master technol-
ogy and convert its entire type library to the new OpenType
format. Penumbra was reissued in four fonts: Sans Serif, Flare
Serif, Half Serif, and Serif. Each font has four weights: light,
regular, semibold, and bold. This totals  variants (. ),
far fewer than in Penumbra MM. I hope that someday Adobe
will issue Penumbra Expert with additional variations. In the
meantime, it is possible to generate intermediate instances
of the design by using interpolation or blend tools in vector
applications such as Adobe Illustrator and Macromedia
Freehand.
The new version of Penumbra has two important advan-

tages that help compensate for the restricted number of vari-
ants. The OpenType format works across platforms, so it is
no longer necessary to specify whether the font will be used
on Macintosh or PC. I also requested that Adobe add the @
symbol to the character set, which was missing from the MM
version—a considerable annoyance when setting e-mail
addresses.

 : . The Multiple Master
Font Creator dialog box, which
allowed users to select from
, possible variations of
Penumbra

: . Carol Twombly’s
Adobe Trajan based on Roman
inscriptions, and Paul Renner’s
geometric Futura

TRAJAN FUTURA



. Adobe OpenType Penumbra, , four fonts, each with Light, Regular,
Semibold, and Bold. The Multiple Master version has been discontinued.
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Under the supervision of Derry Noyes, the design was com-
pleted inOctober,  (. ). Unexpectedly, the designwas
rapidly approved by the committee and the Postmaster
General, with no changes. The stamp was unveiled in New
York City a year later, in November, , and released on
January , , at a ceremony in Annapolis, Maryland. The
quantity of the edition was ,, panes of twenty, which
totalled ,, stamps.
Artists are not always present at stamp ceremonies. I was

not even aware of the New York unveiling until some weeks
after it happened. Themodels and Iwere required by contract
not to speak publicly about the stamp until the unveiling. For
about a year I had shared the secret of the stamp commission
with only my family and a few trusted friends. The New York
unveiling lifted the silence. I sent press releases to newspapers,
and Connor’s classmates applauded him during one of his
school’s assemblies.
When I learned the date of the Annapolis ceremony, I let

the USPS know that I would be happy to participate and say
a fewwords. The Postal Service addedme to the schedule and
kindly offered to pay my expenses. The event was joyful.
A highlight was an inspirational talk by “Digger” Phelps, for-
mer Notre Dame basketball coach, who as a member of the
Citizens’ Stamp Advisory Committee had been the strongest
supporter of the mentoring stamp.
I saw the stamp itself for the first time a few days before

I went to Annapolis. John Conti, Postmaster in Merrimac,
Massachusetts, was proud that a local man had designed a
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stamp. When the stamps arrived in early January, he invited
me into his office to take a look. My first reaction was that the
stamp was slightly too yellow, but I quickly came to like the
color.Of course, John couldn’t sell themuntil after January .
Thosewho attended the ceremony in Annapolis were the first
in the nation to acquire the stamps. The next day they went
on sale at post offices everywhere in the country.
After the Annapolis event, I drove to Washington, DC,

where I met Derry Noyes in person for the first time. I also
went to the USPS headquarters and met Terry McCaffrey,
director of stamp development.
Released just four months after the terrorist attacks of

September , the mentoring stamp had a comforting effect

. Children Ask the
World of Us, silk screen
poster by LH, 





on a populace still in shock from the attacks. This public af-
firmation of our long-standing commitment to children was
reassuring during the soul-searching that went on after the
towers fell. Postmasters reported a large demand for the
stamp. Interviews and speaking invitations filledmy calendar.
More interest was expressed than in any previous work of
mine, with the exception of the  poster Children Ask the
World of Us (. ), which had a similar message about the
importance of our children’s future.
While preparing for a speaking engagement, I looked up

mentor in Webster’s: “. A friend to whom Odysseus entrust-
ed his house and the education of Telemachus [his son]. .
Hence, a faithful counselor.” This explains why the National
Mentoring Partnership, who worked with the USPS on this
stamp, uses the Greek omega symbol in its logo (. ).
Appropriately, my mentor model, Greg Nikas, is Greek.
The stamp had a brief life of only five months. On July ,

, when the postal rate increased to  cents, the stampwas
withdrawn. Collectors could still purchase the stamp at face
value by mail order for another nine months, at which point
the U.S. Postal Service incinerated the unsold inventory. Un-
fortunately, current accounting procedures do not record the
quantity of each stamp destroyed, so nobody knows how
many of the ,, mentoring stamps survived. Stamp
dealers are now the only source for mint mentoring stamps,
at about twice the face value. My disappointment over the
short life of the stamp did not last long, for Derry asked me

. Logo for the National
Mentoring Partnership,
designed by Alex Olmsted,
Margeotis+Fertitta, N.Y., 





to design a second stamp. Special Olympics (. ) was com-
pleted in the summer of , and issued on February , .
In the fall of  I was enlisted to design a third stamp—
Jury Duty (. ). Under the guidance of art director Carl
Herrman, the stamp artwork and typography were complet-
ed and approved in August  for issue in September .

. Special Olympics, by LH, 

(Scott )

. Jury Duty, by LH, 





One of my favorite stories is the discovery of the work of
Japanese artist Hokusai by the French art world in .When
Japan’s long isolation ended in , a brisk export trade
in porcelain and luxury goods began. Hokusai’s commer-
cial illustrations were so commonplace in Japan that they
were used as packing material for fragile shipments to
France. Parisian artists were more amazed by his woodcut
drawings than they were by the ceramics the drawings were
being used to protect. At that moment, the modern revolu-
tion in art began. Fusion with foreign illustration styles gave
European artists newways to think about color, composition,
line, and content.
So it is with illustration today. Some artwork may end up

in the trash but much of it survives, globe-trotting unpre-
dictably, like the proverbial bread cast upon the water. Artists
never know who will see it or what incremental change or
revolution in thoughtwill occur. Of all forms of graphic com-
munication, postage stamps are the unparalleled world trav-
elers. They have always been printed in enormous editions
and for the most part remain very inexpensive, even after a
century. Because stamp collecting is such a popular hobby
worldwide, no other formof graphic design is so lovingly pre-
served and studied by ordinary people.
The output of stamps is enormous, and the protection and

raising of children is one of the most popular themes. The
first United States stamp to depict children was Arbor Day
(.), in , and it was also the first of many stamps to use
the rich symbolism of tree planting. I see the mentoring
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assignment as belonging to an important tradition of stamps
honoring children and hope it will be remembered both for
its message and its design.
The mentoring topic was handed to me by others, after

many committeemeetings. To those colleagues andmymod-
els, I givemy thanks.Whenworking on collaborative art proj-
ects, harmony is not always the result. When it occurs, as
it did with the mentoring stamp, it is a small miracle, to be
wondered at and savored.

. Arbor Day, by A.R. Meissner,
engraved by J. Eissler and E.M. Hall, 

(Scott )
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Desi�ner� Illustrator� and Typo�rapher:
Lance Hidy, Merrimac, Massachusetts

Art Director: Derry Noyes,Washington, DC
En�raver: Armotek Industries
Modeler: Donald H.Woo

     

Process: gravure
Printin� Contractor: Sennett Security Products,
Chantilly, Virginia

Printer: American Packaging Corp., Columbus,Wisconsin
Processor: Unique Binders, Fredericksburg, Virginia
Press: Rotomec 

Colors: black, line black, cyan, magenta, yellow
Paper: prephosphored type 

Gum: self-adhesive
Print quantity: million stamps
Format: pane of , from -subject sheet, six panes per
revolution
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I am very proud to be here today, as the artist and designer
of the mentoring stamp and a member of the Postal Service
team who created it, including art director Derry Noyes and
Terry McCaffrey, the U.S. Postal Service’s director of stamp
development.
The then Post Office Department was  years old when

the first stamp about children appeared. It was the  stamp
for the th anniversary of Arbor Day, showing a boy and girl
planting a tree. The  Centennial of Baseball stamp showed
boys playing on a sandlot, but America would not see a real
children’s stamp until after the war. Following the  Youth
Month stamp the pace quickened, with commemoratives for
Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, Newspaperboys, Four-H Clubs,
Future Farmers of America, Big Brother/Big Sister, Campfire
Girls, the Boys Club of America Movement, the National
Apprenticeship Program, and Special Olympics, as well as
dozens of other stamps depicting children with their mothers
and fathers, teachers, and nurses. Thementoring stamp is the
latest in this perennial theme. No doubt there will be more in
the years ahead.
I am the father of a -year-old son and -year-old daugh-

ter, and have two step-daughters,  and . As a result, chil-
dren have been a major subject in my art for over  years.
I have also been a part-time teacher for  years—the last
three at Northern Essex Community College, in Haverhill,
Massachusetts. Some of our students would not be in college
if they had not had mentors who believed in them. Those of
uswhowork in community colleges try to continue thatmen-
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toring; it is one of the reasons we choose to work in two-year
schools. The mentoring stamp, therefore, is more than a pub-
lic commemoration—it is also a personal expression of the
guidance I have tried to provide as a parent and teacher.
One reason I like postage stamps and posters is that their

universal images reveal a nation’s character. In this design, I’ve
tried to create an icon that denotes “mentoring” to people
everywhere, regardless of language, religion, culture, or polit-
ical beliefs.Mentoring expresses one of the best American val-
ues, the support of children. September  was an attack on
American values. Tomorrow, January , is the four-month
mark of the tragedies. It is also the day ,,mentoring
stamps begin their journey into the world. We can be proud
of what this stamp represents and recognize, with fresh
poignancy, the importance of its message.







Several readers of this work asked about its intended audi-
ence. I didn’t consider the audience until after the writing was
completed. Then I realized that I had produced the kind of
book that I would have likedwhen I was an art student. At the
age of  I was most interested in knowing what the artists
themselves thought. I preferred Dali’s autobiography, Van
Gogh’s letters, and interviews with Matisse over any art his-
torian’s account. As in those examples, I have tried to mingle
autobiography with comments on my theory and technique.
In themicrocosmof a single postage stamp I have found away
to describe what it means tome to be an artist. I hope the stu-
dents of art and designmay find the preceding words and pic-
tures useful while discovering their own paths. It is also my
hope that philatelists might gain some insights into the sel-
dom analyzed field of postage stamp design.
This book was the idea of Michael Russem, printer, pub-

lisher, and stamp collector. He told me he wanted to make
books about people who designed both stamps and type—a
very small group indeed. I am grateful for his vision, encour-
agement, and advice.
My years in publishing have brought me into the company

of many gifted editors. Several of them responded tomy call,
and it is entirely due to their patient help that the text was
brought up to a level worthy of publication. These editors
were Linnea Dayton, Alan Huisman, Katherine McCanless
Ruffin, James Mooney, and Br. Benedict Simmonds. Addi-
tional valuable suggestions were made by Michael Russem
and by my wife, Cindia Sanford. My friends in the USPS,
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TerryMcCaffrey, Richard Sheaff, andDerry Noyes, alsomade
important corrections. I’m grateful once again to Scott-
Martin Kosofsky who stepped in at the last minute with good
advice and prepress assistance.
In addition I want to thank those whowere instrumental in

my receiving the assignment to design the mentoring stamp:
Mary Challinor, who suggested that I send my work to her
friend who was an art director for the USPS and gave me the
address of Derry Noyes; and Philip B. Meggs and Alan Fern,
who spoke up on my behalf to the USPS.
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